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Dear Sir Henri,
I have had 3 different doctors since my
accident some 6-7 weeks ago & each has a different
opinion. My latest Dr. Johnstone tells me it may
be months before I recover. I know I shall
eventually lick this as I come from sturdy
peasant stock. I don’t know if I ever told you
but my ancestors were amongst the first to
have crossed this continent in a covered wagon.
If you could have seen my ancestors you
would know why the wagon was covered.
Right now I do not know how long I will be
here but I do know that it would be most prudent
to put myself in the lands of the #1 orthopedist
in town on my release. The favor I need of you is
to make a survey of your doctor cronies & find
out by general consensus who is GOD amongst
orthopedists.
I cannot recall that I was ever more livid
than I was on reading the Times critics review of
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your book. I instantly wrote him that he was a
monumental jackass & that he demeaned
himself with his petty nit picking. Somerset Maugham,
in his “The Summing Up” wrote – and I am sure I am
quoting him verbatim – “I still say, impenitently,
that the primary function of the writer is to
entertain.” Taking that as a criticism, your
book rates 4 stars PLUS. It was pure enchantment.
As I wrote you previously I could only fault it for
its brevity. Amongst life’s “slings & arrows of
outrageous fortune” are the peanut-brained, smart-ass
art critics, little people swollen with pride & envy.
There is a great deal of wisdom in the Bible. Somewhere
in the bible the question is posed as to what one should do
if kicked by a donkey. Kick it back? – or, more sensibly,
walk away. One simply has to accept with stoic, philosophic
equanimity the fact that, as we will always have the poor
with us, so will we always have to endure the vicious
critic.
Here is a felicitous thought. I cannot recall that you
ever programmed Handel. Beethoven revered him above
all others. “He is the greatest one of us all.”
Years ago I visited you with Felix De Cola & you
both played Handel’s D major Sonata. There are
things we never forget, the rapture I experienced
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then, just as I will never forget the
mystical rapture I felt listening to Szigeti’s
playing Mozart at Carnegie Hall many years ago.
Do give serious consideration to doing the
Handel Sonata at Royce Hall.
I am suddenly reminded of the priest,
who donated his life’s savings to Oscar Wilde’s
defense fund & thereby startled all England.
Asked by a reporter why? He replied
“Oscar Wilde showed me Beauty on a High
Mountain.”
This is how I shall always remember your
Handel.
All the best to my favorite
musician.
Joe

